
          it’s playtime with 

 Washable, non-toxic and easy-to-use, 
our quality face paints are perfect for
   a day of  kid-friendly fun!
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fair weather  A sunny day is on the 
way! This simple rainbow design was an  
easy freehand application. We made it  
shine with a sprinkling of iridescent glitter.  
Tip: Adding glitter to your design? Use only  
cosmetic-grade glitter that is specifically 
formulated for use on the skin. Any other glitter 
is a potential eye hazard and potentially toxic. 
If you’re in doubt, it’s safer to do without.

girl with guitar  Simple suits this rock 
‘n’ roll design. Both stars and guitars were 
painted on with a fine paintbrush. Apply 
background color first. Then…rock out with 
simple outlining and fun detail.

«

«
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have paint, will party! Specifically 
deSigned for the face, our paint kitS 

are non-toxic, eaSy to apply and 
eaSily removable with Soap and water. 

that meanS they’re perfect for kidS!
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« grrr-oovy  This growly 
getup gives a little man a 
reason to grin. For a streaky 
look that mimics fur, artfully 
apply the base colors 
(lightest color first) with a 
brush. Then, draw on the 
stripes with a paint crayon.

» hot stuff  Bright is right—especially when 
it comes to this fiery paint job! Apply the 
background color first, then outline away! Touch 
up as needed, and you’re done! Tip: When going 
for a gradient look, like the one shown here, it’s 
best to apply the lightest color first…then blend!
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pick a pirate All black…is all that! If 
you’re short on time, try a single-color design. 
Case in point? This friendly pirate. The look 
was a cinch to apply. Tip: To make removal 
faster and easier, we stayed away from the skin 
directly around the eye.

«

tangled web  Who says your face is 
the place for a scribble? We do! This spider 
webby design was drawn on with our handy 
face paint crayons. They’re highly portable 
and easy to apply in a pinch. Think “fast and 
affordable.”

«
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dream day  Fancy pants? We say “fancy 
paints!”  This fantasy design features shimmery 
paints—they’re part of a sparkly color collection 
that comes with its own sponge applicator. Use 
the sponge to apply color to large areas, and use 
a fine brush to apply the details. And if you’re 
inclined, add a sprinkling of self-adhesive gems 
(available in the Scrapbooking Department), being 
sure to keep them away from the eyes.
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» oh dear  Animal attraction? 
This look wins by a nose!  
We used a makeup sponge to 
apply water-activated paint 
to the background. The paint 
(similar to the watercolors you 
used as a kid) is ideal for light, 
smooth coverage on large areas 
of skin. And for the deer and the 
dots? We used a thicker paint 
and a high quality brush.

« bring wings  This 
fly by design is all about 
the eyes. We sponged on 
the inside color (with a 
light, water-activated face 
paint) before outlining and 
detailing with a brush. We 
call that “flying right!”
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« little bird  Oh, she’s got a thing for wings! We stuck to 
brilliant color and a heavy-duty brush for this birdbrained 
design! The resulting “mask” is more than a feather better 
than anything you could find in a costume shop. So cute!

« what a doll  It 
didn’t take much to 
turn her into a living 
doll—just a few painted 
details. We applied 
them all with a brush 
and…voilà! Caution: 
Take extra care when 
applying paint to the eye 
area, especially when 
working with children. 

« puppy love   
Put the “wow” in 
“bow wow” with 
non-toxic face paint! 
We used a brush to 
apply the tail-wagging 
details. Love the 
rin-tin-rosy cheeks? 
We created the subtle 

blush with water-activated 
paint and a makeup sponge.



bloom zoom  How does her girly garden grow? With 
leaves and vines and fancy flowers—all in vivid, delicately 
applied face paint. We worked in layers, building on basic shapes 
with lots of artistic detail. Tip: Want to get fancy with your face 
paints? Stock up on professional makeup sponges and high-quality 
brushes (available in the Art Department).  
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Do not allow chilDren to complete projects alone. aDult supervision requireD.
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